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Abstract—In this paper, we consider a multi-core fibers (MCFs)
enabled elastic optical network (EON) in which certain nodes
have a lower trust-level than the others, and study how to
provision lightpaths with considerations of the impairments
and security vulnerabilities caused by inter-core crosstalk. We
propose attack-aware routing, spectrum and core assignment
(Aa-RSCA) algorithms that give priority to avoiding physical-
layer security threats and then try to reduce the crosstalk-
induced impairments. Specifically, both static network planning
and dynamic network provisioning are investigated. For static
planning, we first formulate an integer linear programming
(ILP) model to optimize the spectrum utilization and inter-
core crosstalk level jointly, and then propose a time-efficient
heuristic. Simulation results confirm that the proposed heuristic
can approximate the ILP’s performance with much higher time-
efficiency in a small-scale network, and outperform an existing
benchmark in large networks. For dynamic provisioning, we
design a heuristic to balance the tradeoff between blocking
probability and crosstalk, and conduct extensive simulations to
verify its effectiveness.

Index Terms—Elastic optical networks (EONs), Multi-core
fibers (MCFs), Inter-core crosstalk, Physical-layer security.

I. I NTRODUCTION

DUE to the fast development of bandwidth-hungry net-
work applications, the traffic in backbone networks is

growing exponentially, which is challenging the capacity,
efficiency and adaptivity of optical networks intensively.Un-
der this circumstance, elastic optical networks (EONs) have
attracted a lot of research interests recently since they can
provide flexible bandwidth management with sub-wavelength
granularity (i.e., 12.5 GHz or even smaller) in the optical
layer [1, 2]. Specifically, unlike the traditional fixed-grid
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks, EONs,
with the assistance of bandwidth-variable transponders (BV-
Ts) and wavelength selective switches (BV-WSS’), manage
optical spectrum in the form of narrow-band frequency slots
(FS’) and allocate bandwidth in a flexible grid [3, 4]. Hence,
they can support not only sub-wavelength channels but also
super-channels. Meanwhile, space-division multiplexing(SD-
M) based on multi-core fibers (MCFs) have been demonstrated
recently to further expand fiber capacity [5]. An MCF consists
of multiple cores, each of which carries optical signals as a
single-core fiber does. Therefore, the transmission capacity can
be significantly improved to over Pbit/s per fiber [6].
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Although SDM and EON are orthogonal, a symbiosis of
them (i.e., SDM-EON) could not only provide expanded fiber
capacity but also enable flexible and adaptive bandwidth
allocation. When it comes to MCF-based SDM-EONs, the
basic routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) problem in
EONs [7–12] gets transformed into the routing, spectrum and
core assignment (RSCA) problem [13, 14]. As there is one
additional dimension (i.e., core assignment) to handle, RSCA
is intrinsically more complex than RSA. Moreover, it is known
that in MCF-based SDM-EONs, inter-core crosstalk can affect
the quality-of-transmission (QoT) of lightpaths significantly
[5], which would further complicate the RSCA problem.
Hence, to tackle RSCA, the approaches developed for RSA
were revisited and improved to realize a few crosstalk-aware
service provisioning schemes for reducing the negative effects
of inter-core crosstalk in SDM-EONs [13–15].

Note that, there would be physical-layer vulnerabilities
in optical networks, if lightpaths with different trust-levels
share network elements unrestrictedly [16]. Specifically,the
crosstalk among lightpaths that share fiber links and/or optical
switches can be leveraged by malicious clients to launch
physical-layer attacks [17, 18]. For instance, a maliciousclient
can launch a jamming attack by injecting high power light
deliberately to degrade the QoT of normal lightpaths, or setup
a lightpath to transmit unmodulated light and collect crosstalk-
induced leakage from neighboring channels for eavesdropping.
Unfortunately, compared with WDM networks and tradition-
al EONs, MCF-based SDM-EONs have more intimidating
physical-layer vulnerabilities for two reasons: 1) the inter-
core crosstalk is a new type of crosstalk that has not been
considered before, and 2) the usage of spectral/spatial super-
channels makes the traffic loss more severe if a lightpath gets
disturbed/compromised. Therefore, when setting up lightpaths
in an SDM-EON, we might not just maintain the crosstalk-
level below a predefined threshold as proposed in [13, 14].
This is because if the predefined threshold is relatively low, it
is only good enough to avoid the negative effects of crosstalk
among trusted lightpaths but become insufficient to address
the deliberate attacks (e.g., power jamming); otherwise, if we
set the threshold high enough to prevent any physical-layer
attacks, it would be overkill for trusted lightpaths, causing
unnecessary spectrum wastage and fragmentation [19–21].
Hence, the RSCA scheme in SDM-EONs should treat trusted
and untrusted lightpaths in a differentiated way to improve
spectrum utilization while maintaining the network’s security
level. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this has not
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been studied before.
In this work, we consider an SDM-EON in which certain

nodes have a lower trust-level than the others (i.e., can
be used to launch malicious lightpaths), and study how to
provision lightpaths in such a network with considerations
of the impairments and security vulnerabilities caused by
inter-core crosstalk. We propose attack-aware RSCA (Aa-
RSCA) algorithms that give priority to avoiding physical-layer
security threats and then try to reduce the crosstalk-induced
impairments. Specifically, both static planning and dynamic
provisioning scenarios are investigated. For static planning,
we formulate an integer linear programming (ILP) model
to optimize the spectrum efficiency and crosstalk jointly,
and then propose a time-efficient heuristic. Simulation results
demonstrate that the heuristic could approximate the ILP’s
performance in a small-scale network and outperform the
benchmark in larger networks. For dynamic provisioning, we
also design a heuristic algorithm and extensive simulations
verify its effectiveness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief survey on the related work. The problem
description is given in Section III. In Section IV, we formu-
late the ILP model for static planning and in Section V, a
time-efficient heuristic is proposed. Section VI presents the
performance evaluation for static planning. In Section VII, we
propose an algorithm for dynamic provisioning and discuss its
performance. Finally, Section VIII summarizes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Since the impacts of certain physical-layer attacks (e.g.,
power jamming and wiretapping) can hardly be compensated
or even detected by upper-layer applications, physical-layer se-
curity should never be overlooked in optical networks [16, 22].
In addition to developing new hardware for attack avoidance
and fault management [23–26], people also tried to minimize
the damages caused by potential physical-layer attacks via
careful network planning and/or service provisioning.

For WDM networks, attack-aware routing and wavelength
assignment (Aa-RWA) schemes were studied in [17, 27–29].
In [27], the authors considered the security threat from the
intra-channel crosstalk generated by non-ideal port isolation
in optical switches, and proposed a wavelength assignmen-
t scheme to limit the maximal propagation of the attacks
that leverage such crosstalk. Then, in [28], they improved
the scalability of their proposal. With consideration of the
maximum lightpath attack radius, Skorin-Kapovet al. [17]
solved the routing subproblem to address the physical-layer
vulnerabilities induced by inter-channel crosstalk. The attack-
aware routing and wavelength assignment subproblems were
considered jointly in [29]. In single-core fiber based EONs,
since the channel spacing can be much narrower than that
in WDM networks, attack-aware RSA (Aa-RSA) schemes be-
come more challenging. Therefore, we considered the security
threats from alien lightpaths in the multi-domain scenario,
and proposed a few Aa-RSA algorithms in [18]. Then, with
the assistance of game theory, we improved our proposals
to achieve a better tradeoff between spectrum utilization and

security level in [30]. However, all these existing studies
on attack-aware network planning and service provisioning
were targeted for optical networks based on single-core fibers,
and did not consider the inter-core crosstalk related attack
scenarios in MCF-based optical networks.

Meanwhile, people have also investigated crosstalk-aware
network planning and service provisioning schemes for MCF-
based SDM-EONs. In [31], the authors leveraged the coupled-
mode and coupled-power theory to come up with a mathemat-
ical model for estimating inter-core crosstalk. Then, Fujii et
al. [15] simplified the model for estimating inter-core crosstalk
and developed a core prioritization mechanism that utilizes
non-adjacent cores to reduce the crosstalk among lightpaths in
a best-effort way. However, since the best-effort scheme cannot
guarantee sufficient crosstalk suppression among trusted and
untrusted lightpaths, the crosstalk-aware service provisioning
in [15] cannot address the physical-layer vulnerabilitiesin
MCF-based SDM-EONs properly. The work in [32] first
precalculated the inter-core crosstalk among routing paths in
the worst-case scenario, and then designed a crosstalk-aware
RSCA scheme that can maintain the crosstalk among provi-
sioned lightpaths below a predefined threshold. Nevertheless,
as the crosstalk suppression between two trusted lightpaths and
that between trusted and untrusted ones should be different,
this scheme would be overkill for trusted lightpaths and could
cause unnecessary spectrum wastage and fragmentation. In
[14], the authors proposed to check the crosstalk-level of all
established lightpaths before setting up a new one, which was
done by maintaining three tables to track the network status
constantly. However, since it is based on exhaustive search,
the proposed scheme may have scalability issues.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We model the topology of an MCF-based SDM-EON as
G(V,E), where V and E represent the sets of nodes and
bidirectional MCF links, respectively. In the topology, certain
nodes have a lower trust-level than the others and they are
treated as the potential source nodes of malicious lightpaths.
We useVl ⊂ V to denote the set of these untrusted nodes.
An MCF e ∈ E consists ofN cores, each of which can
carryF frequency slots (FS’). The bandwidth of an FS is12.5
GHz. A lightpath request isLi(si, di, ni), wherei is its unique
index,si anddi represent its source and destination nodes in
V , respectively, andni is its bandwidth demand in number
of FS’. Apparently, if si ∈ Vl, Li will be considered as an
untrusted lightpath, and a trusted one otherwise1. To simplify
the problem, we assume that eachLi uses the shortest routing
pathPi. To provisionLi, we need an attack-aware RSCA (Aa-
RSCA) algorithm that can select a core on eache ∈ Pi and
assignni FS’ on each selected core under the spectrum non-
overlapping, contiguous and continuity constraints [33–35].
Note that, to realize a highly-flexible SDM-EON, we assume
that each node inV has the capability of core switching [5],
i.e., different cores can be selected on the MCFs alongPi.

1Here, we consider a transparent optical network in which optical-electrical-
optical conversions would not be conducted in the middle of any lightpath.
Hence, a lightpath’s trust-level is determined by that of its source node.
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It is known that when two lightpaths (e.g., Li and Lj)
whose spectrum assignments overlap with each other are
allocated to neighboring cores in an MCF, there will be
inter-core crosstalk between them [15]. Therefore, ifLi and
Lj are in different trust-levels, we should avoid assigning
them to neighboring cores in a same MCF if their spectrum
assignments are overlapped, for eliminating the possibility
of the untrusted lightpath launching physical-layer attacks
by leveraging inter-core crosstalk. Otherwise, if they have
the same trust-level, the spectrum overlapping in neighboring
cores is considered to cause normal impairments only and
thus we only need to reduce the negative effects in a best-
effort way, for improving spectrum utilization. To address
this problem, we will consider both static network planning
and dynamic network provisioning and design several Aa-
RSCA algorithms in this work. For static planning, we try to
improve spectrum utilization and reduce inter-core crosstalk
jointly, while in dynamic provisioning, we aim at balancing
the tradeoff between blocking probability and crosstalk-level.

Fig. 1 shows an example on Aa-RSCA in an MCF-based
SDM-EON. The topology of the SDM-EON in Fig. 1(a) indi-
cates thatNodes 1 and 4 are untrusted ones (i.e., Vl = {1, 4}),
and there are three lightpaths,i.e., L1(1, 3, 2), L2(2, 3, 3), and
L3(6, 3, 4) to be established. The lightpaths’ routing paths are
determined as shown in Fig. 1(a), all of which traverseLink
2→3. For simplicity, we assume that each MCF has the layout
of a 3-core linear array in a rectangle [5], as illustrated inFig.
1(b). The cores are numbered for prioritization [15], and we
can see thatCore 3 is adjacent toCores 1 and 2, whileCores
1 and 2 are non-adjacent. Two feasible Aa-RSCA solutions
are plotted in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. In Fig. 1(c),
sinceL1 andL3 are in different trust-levels and useCores 1
and 3, respectively, their spectrum assignments cannot overlap.
On the other hand, asL2 andL3 are both trusted ones, they
can use overlapped spectrum assignments in adjacent cores,
respectively. SinceCores 1 and 2 are non-adjacent,L1 andL2

can use overlapped spectra on them even though their trust-
levels are different. Similarly, the Aa-RSCA solution in Fig.
1(d) also follows the operation principle we discussed above.
This time, the lightpath pairs either occupy non-adjacent cores
or use non-overlapped spectra with a guard-band in between
on a same core, for minimizing crosstalk.

IV. ILP FORMULATION FOR STATIC PLANNING

In static network planning, we know the lightpath requests a
priori and accommodate all of them in the SDM-EON with an
Aa-RSCA algorithm,i.e., the spectrum resources are sufficient
such that no request blocking would happen. In this scenario,
the operator needs to determine how many FS’ should be
allocated on each core of the MCFs to improve spectrum
utilization and reduce inter-core crosstalk as well. In this
section, we formulate an ILP model for the optimization and
analyze the intractability of the problem.

A. ILP Formulation

Parameters:
• o: an integer to represent the index of an FS.
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Fig. 1. Example on Aa-RSCA in an MCF-based SDM-EON, (a) network
topology, (b) layout of a 3-core rectangular MCF, and (c) and(d) Aa-RSCA
solutions onLink 2→3.

• ri,j : a boolean that equals 1 ifLi andLj have different
trust-levels, and 0 otherwise.

• au,v: a boolean that equals 1 if coresu andv are adjacent,
and 0 otherwise.

• yei : a boolean that equals 1 if the shortest routing path
for Li uses linke ∈ E, and 0 otherwise.

• η1, η2: the weights that represent the importance of
spectrum utilization and inter-core crosstalk, respectively.

Variables:

• x
u,e
i : the boolean variable that equals 1 ifLi uses coreu

on link e, and 0 otherwise.
• fi, li: the integer variables that indicate the indices of the

first/last FS’ of the FS-block assigned toLi, respectively.
• sti,j : the boolean variable that equals 1 iffi < fj , and

0 otherwise.
• wi,o, zi,o: the boolean variables that equal 1 ifo is no less

thanfi or no more thanli, and 0 otherwise, respectively.
• pi,j , qi,j : the boolean variables that equal 1 ifLi and
Lj use the same or neighboring core(s), and 0 otherwise,
respectively.

• bi,o: the boolean variable that equals 1 ifo is within the
range of[fi, li], and 0 otherwise.

• εu,eo : the boolean variable that equals 1 ifo is used on
coreu of link e, and 0 otherwise.

• ρu,v,eo : the boolean variable that equals 1 ifo is used on
coresu andv of link e, and 0 otherwise.

• C: integer variable that indicates the total number of
overlapped FS’ on adjacent cores in the network, which
can be used to quantify the total inter-core crosstalk.

• Fm: the integer variable that indicates the maximum
index of used FS’ on all the cores in the network.

Objective:
Before formulating the objective, we provide two definitions

related to spectrum utilization and inter-core crosstalk.

Definition The spectrum utilization can be represented with
Fm, which is normalized fromFm as

Fm =
Fm
∑

i

ni

. (1)

Definition The average inter-core crosstalkC can be quanti-
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fied as follows [15]

C =
C

∑

i

ni · |Pi|
, (2)

where|Pi| denotes the hop-count ofPi.

Then, the optimization objective can be formulated as

Minimize T = η1 · Fm + η2 · C, (3)

where we setη1 = η2 to make the two terms equally important
in the joint optimization.

Constraints:
1) Core Selection:

N
∑

u=1

x
u,e
i = yei , ∀i, e. (4)

Eq. (4) ensures that there is one and only one core selected
on each link along the routing path for each lightpath.

2) Spectrum Assignment:

li − fi + 1 = ni, fi, li ∈ (0, F ], ∀i. (5)

Eq. (5) ensures that each lightpath is set up with enough FS’.

sti,j + stj,i ≤ 1, {i, j : i 6= j}, (6)

pi,j ≥ x
u,e
i + x

u,e
j − 1, {i, j, u, e : i 6= j}, (7)

lj − fi < F · (1 + sti,j − pi,j), {i, j : i 6= j}, (8)

li − fj < F · (2− sti,j − pi,j), {i, j : i 6= j}. (9)

Eqs. (6)-(9) ensure that if two lightpaths share the same core
on link(s), their spectrum assignments should not overlap with
each other or exceed the core’s capacity.
∑

v 6=u

au,v · xv,e
j ≤ qi,j − x

u,e
i + 1, {i, j, u, e : i 6= j}, (10)

lj − fi < F · (2 + sti,j − qi,j − ri,j), {i, j : i 6= j}, (11)

li − fj < F · (3 − sti,j − qi,j − ri,j), {i, j : i 6= j}. (12)

Eqs. (10)-(12) ensure that if two lightpaths with differenttrust-
levels use neighboring cores on same link(s), their spectrum
assignments should not overlap with each other or exceed the
cores’ capacity.

3) Objective related Constraints:

Fm ≥ li, Fm ∈ (0, F ], ∀i. (13)

Eq. (13) determines the maximum index of used FS’.

wi,o >
o− fi + 1

F
, zi,o >

li − o+ 1

F
, ∀i, o. (14)

bi,o = wi,o + zi,o − 1, ∀i, o. (15)

εu,eo ≥ x
u,e
i + bi,o − 1, ∀i, o, u, e. (16)

ρu,v,eo ≥ εu,eo + εv,eo − 1, ∀o, u, v, e. (17)

C =
∑

e

N
∑

u=1

∑

v 6=u

F
∑

o=1

au,v · ρu,v,eo . (18)

Eqs. (14)-(18) obtain the total inter-core crosstalk.

B. Hardness Analysis

Theorem 1. The optimization problem described by the ILP
formulation is NP-hard.

Proof: In order to prove the NP-hardness of the op-
timization problem, we restrict away certain aspects of it
until a known NP-hard problem appears [36]. Firstly, we set
η2 = 0 to concentrate the optimization on spectrum utilization.
Then, we can treat the cores in each MCF as parallel and
independent fiber links, and the original optimization in Eq.
3 gets reduced to the generic spectrum assignment problem,
which has already been proven to be NP-hard in [7]. Therefore,
since the restricted case of our optimization problem is NP-
hard, we prove its NP-hardness.

V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM FOR STATIC PLANNING

Due to its NP-hardness, we do not try to find an exact
polynomial-time algorithm to solve the optimization in Eq.
3, but restore to designing a time-efficient heuristic. We
design the heuristic to include three steps: 1) determiningthe
provisioning order of the lightpath requests, 2) preprocessing
available spectra in the network for each lightpath, and 3)
provisioning the lightpaths. The detailed procedure of thesteps
will be discussed in the following subsections.

A. Determine Provisioning Order

Algorithm 1 explains how to sort the lightpath requests
before provisioning them.Lines 1-2 are for the initialization.
In Line 3, we classify the pending lightpaths according to their
trust-levels and store the trusted and untrusted ones inΛh and
Λl, respectively. The while-loop that coversLines 4-14 sorts
the lightpaths. Here,Lines 5-6 select the lightpath requestLi

whose bandwidth demand is the largest, and move it fromΛ
andΛh or Λl to Ω. Then,Lines 7-11 try to find the lightpaths
whose trust-levels and routing paths are different from and
link-joint with those ofLi, respectively. Next,Lines 12-13 sort
the found lightpaths and updateΩ, Λ, Λh andΛl accordingly.
Finally, the sorted lightpaths are stored in setL and returned
in Lines 15-16. The complexity ofAlgorithm 1 is O(|L|).

B. Preprocess Spectrum Resources

Definition We defineFmi
as the maximum index of used FS’

along the routing path forLi, i.e., Pi.

Since the operation principle of Aa-RSCA requires to avoid
assigning overlapped spectra in neighboring cores to lightpaths
in different trust-levels, we applyAlgorithm 2 to exclude the
FS’ that are available but should not be assigned to a lightpath
according to this principle.Line 1 initializes Fmi

. The two
for-loops that coverLines 2-15 deal with each core on each
link on Pi. For a coreu on link e, Lines 4-7 record the
maximum index of used FS’ on it and updateFmi

accordingly
if necessary. After obtaining the neighboring cores of coreu

in Line 8, we use the inner for-loop coveringLines 9-13 to
check each neighboring core and mark the FS’ that have been
occupied by lightpaths whose trust-levels are different from
that ofLi as unavailable. Finally,Line 16 returns the output.
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Algorithm 1: Determine Provisioning Order
input : Lightpath request setL, routing path setP.
output: SetL of lightpath requests in sorted order.

1 Λ = L;
2 Ω = ∅;
3 classify lightpaths inΛ into setsΛh andΛl;
4 while |Λ| > 0 do
5 select lightpathLi with the largest bandwidth

demand inΛ;
6 insertLi into Ω and updateΛ, Λh andΛl to

remove it;
7 if Li ∈ Λh then
8 find the lightpaths inΛl whose routing paths

are link-joint with that ofLi;
9 else

10 find the lightpaths inΛh whose routing paths
are link-joint with that ofLi;

11 end
12 sort the found lightpaths in descending order of

their bandwidth demands;
13 insert the sorted lightpaths intoΩ and updateΛ,

Λh andΛl to remove them;
14 end
15 L = Ω;
16 return L.

The complexity ofLines 4-8 is O(F + N), whereN is the
number of cores on each MCF, and the for-loop coveringLines
9-13 has the complexity ofO(N ·F ) in the worst case. Hence,
the complexity ofAlgorithm 2 is O(|Pi| ·N2 · F ).

C. Provision Lightpaths with Aa-RSCA

Algorithm 3 shows the overall procedure of provisioning
lightpath requests in static network planning.Line 1 is for the
initialization. After determining the provisioning orderin Line
2, we use the for-loop that coversLines 3-29 to handle all the
lightpath requests sequentially. For each lightpath request Li,
we first apply Algorithm 2 to obtainFmi

and the updated
spectrum usage. Then,Line 5 initializesΦ, which is used to
store the feasible Aa-RSCA solutions forLi. The for-loop
coveringLines 6-26 prepares|Fmi

+ 1| FS-block candidates,
i.e., {[1, ni], [2, ni+1], · · · , [Fmi

+1, Fmi
+ni]}. Specifically,

for each candidate[o, o + ni − 1], o ∈ [1, Fmi
+ 1], the for-

loop that coversLines 9-20 checks whether its is available on
each link alongPi. If yes, we select the first core on which
the FS-block is available and store it inΦo. In Lines 21-25,
if a core is selected on each link alongPi (i.e., |Φo| = |Pi|),
we combineΦo and FS-block[o, o+ni− 1] as a feasible Aa-
RSCA solution, and store it inΦ with a weightωo, which is
defined as

ωo = α · δ + β ·
∑

Φo

Cu,e
o , (19)

where the value ofδ is obtained by a piecewise function

δ =

{

0, o+ ni − 1 ≤ Fmi
,

(o+ ni − 1)− Fmi
, otherwise,

(20)

Algorithm 2: Preprocess Spectrum Resources
input : Lightpath requestLi, routing pathPi for Li,

spectrum usage alongPi.
output: Fmi

, updated spectrum usage alongPi.

1 Fmi
= 0;

2 for each link e ∈ Pi do
3 for each core u on e do
4 record the maximum index of used FS’ on

coreu asϕ;
5 if ϕ > Fmi

then
6 Fmi

= ϕ;
7 end
8 get the neighboring cores of coreu;
9 for each neighboring core v do

10 get the spectrum usage on corev;
11 find FS’ occupied by lightpaths whose

trust-levels are different from that ofLi;
12 mark the corresponding FS’ as

unavailable oncore u;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 return Fmi

and updated spectrum usage alongPi.

∑

Φo

Cu,e
o is the total crosstalk caused by the Aa-RSCA solution,

andα andβ are the weighting coefficients for the two terms.
With the assistance ofωo, we select the Aa-RSCA solution
whose weight is the smallest to provisionLi and update the
network status inLines 27-28. The complexity ofAlgorithm 3
can be analyzed as follows.Lines 9-20 will run at mostN ·|Pi|
times. The complexity of the for-loop that coversLines 6-26
is O(Fmi

·N · |Pi|). Then, by considering the complexities of
Algorithms 1 and 2, we can obtain the complexity ofAlgorithm
3 asO(|L| · |Pi| ·N2 · F ).
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Fig. 2. Network topologies with untrusted nodes (i.e., Vl) marked in grey.

VI. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION FOR STATIC PLANNING

A. Simulation Setup

We evaluate the proposed algorithms for static network
planning in three topologies,i.e., the six-node topology in Fig.
1(a) and the NSF and US-Backbone topologies in Fig. 2, and
consider three types of MCFs,i.e., the 3-core MCF in Fig. 1(b)
and the 7-core and 12-core MCFs in Fig. 3. More specifically,
we assume that the six-node topology uses the 3-core and 7-
core MCFs, while the other two topologies are deployed with
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Algorithm 3: Aa-RSCA for Static Network Planning

input : Network topologyG(V,E), lightpath request
setL, routing path setP.

1 initialize spectrum usage inG(V,E);
2 sort lightpath requests withAlgorithm 1;
3 for i = 1 to |L| do
4 apply Algorithm 2 to obtainFmi

and the updated
spectrum usage forLi;

5 Φ = {Φo};
6 for o = 1 to Fmi

+ 1 do
7 Φo = ∅;
8 get FS-block[o, o+ ni − 1];
9 for each link e ∈ Pi do

10 for each core u on e do
11 if FS-block [o, o+ ni − 1] is available

on core u then
12 calculate total crosstalk asCu,e

o ;
13 store coreu in Φo;
14 break;
15 end
16 end
17 if no feasible core is found then
18 break;
19 end
20 end
21 if |Φo| = |Pi| then
22 combineΦo and FS-block[o, o+ ni − 1]

as a feasible Aa-RSCA solution;
23 assign weightωo to the solution;
24 store the solution and its weight inΦ;
25 end
26 end
27 provisionLi using the solution with the smallest

weight inΦ;
28 update network status;
29 end

the 7-core and 12-core MCFs. For each lightpath request, the
source and destination are randomly selected fromV , and its
bandwidth demand is uniformly distributed within[1, 16] FS’.
We denote our proposed heuristic as Aa-RSCA and adopt the
first-fit and first-core based scheme (FF-FC) as the benchmark.
The ILP model is solved by LINGO 11, while the heuristic is
simulated with MATLAB R2011b. In the simulations, we get
each data point by averaging the results from50 independent
simulations, which leads to an expected confidence level of
96% [37]. All the simulations run on a server with2.20 GHz
Intel Xeon E5-2420 CPU and32 GB RAM.

B. Simulation Results in Six-node Topology

Table I shows the results of the three algorithms. Here,T is
the value of the optimization objective in Eq. (3), andFm is
the maximum index of used FS’. When 3-core MCFs are used
in the SDM-EON, the ILP provides the smallestT when there
are5 and10 pending lightpaths to be provisioned, as expected.

However, due to the high complexity, the ILP cannot obtain the
optimal solution when there are15 lightpath requests within
a reasonable long time period (i.e., five hours in this case).
On the contrary, the running time of the two heuristics is
much shorter and thus they are much more time-efficient.
We also notice that our proposed Aa-RSCA achieves similar
performance onT when being compared to the ILP, and
outperforms FF-FC in terms ofT . RegardingFm, we observe
that Aa-RSCA performs similarly as FF-FC and better than
the ILP. Hence, the results verify that Aa-RSCA can balance
spectrum utilization and inter-core crosstalk-level well. As for
the SDM-EON based on 7-core MCFs, it can be seen that
the simulation results follow the similar trends. In general, the
results onT andFm can be smaller than their counterparts in
the SDM-EON based on 3-core MCFs, which is because each
7-core MCF includes more non-adjacent core pairs.
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Fig. 3. Layouts of MCFs.

C. Simulation Results in Large-scale Topologies

The simulation results obtained with the NSFNET topology
are shown in Fig. 4. Here, we include the number of MCF
cores in each algorithm’s name, and for instance, “Aa-RSCA-
7” means that the results are obtained by simulating Aa-RSCA
in an SDM-EON based on 7-core MCFs. In Fig. 4(a), we can
clearly see that compared with FF-FC, our proposed Aa-RSCA
always achieves smallerT , no matter what type of MCFs
are used. Then, Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) compare the algorithms
in terms of the two metrics that contribute toT , i.e., the
average crosstalkC and the maximum index of used FS’
Fm. The results in Fig. 4(b) indicate that Aa-RSCA achieves
much lower average crosstalk than FF-FC, while Fig. 4(c)
verifies that Aa-RSCA’s performance onFm is comparable
to that of FF-FC. For example, in the worst case, Aa-RSCA-
12 increasesFm by 21.5% when there are400 pending
lightpaths, but it reducesC by 83.0% at the same time. Hence,
the results confirm that Aa-RSCA can balance the tradeoff
between spectrum utilization and inter-core crosstalk better
than the benchmark. Meanwhile, by comparing the results
for SDM-EONs based on different MCFs, we can see that
both algorithms perform better in the SDM-EON based on
12-core MCFs. This is because compared with a 7-core MCF,
a 12-core one provides more spatial channels and its structure
ensures that more non-adjacent core pairs can be found. Fig.
5 illustrates the results in the US-Backbone topology, which
exhibit the similar trends as those in the NSFNET topology.

To further evaluate the algorithms, we also consider the
scenarios in which none or50% of the nodes in an SDM-
EON are untrusted. The simulations are performed with the
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TABLE I
SIMULATION RESULTS IN SIX-NODE TOPOLOGY.

# of Lightpath Requests 5 10 15

Algorithms ILP Aa-RSCA FF-FC ILP Aa-RSCA FF-FC ILP Aa-RSCA FF-FC

3-core MCF

T 0.331 0.331 0.331 0.202 0.206 0.228 - 0.184 0.242

Fm 13.8 13.8 13.8 17.0 16.8 16.7 - 18.6 18.4

Running Time (s) 3.729 0.009 0.007 722.578 0.014 0.010 - 0.024 0.016

7-core MCF

T 0.331 0.331 0.331 0.187 0.189 0.197 - 0.139 0.165

Fm 13.8 13.8 13.8 15.6 15.3 15.2 - 15.4 15.4

Running Time (s) 11.082 0.010 0.007 343.187 0.019 0.010 - 0.031 0.014
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Fig. 4. Results of static planning in NSFNET topology.

US-Backbone topologies in Fig. 6. The results are shown in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, from which we can see that Aa-RSCA’s
effectiveness on balancing the tradeoff between spectrum
utilization and inter-core crosstalk would not be affectedby
the percentage of untrusted nodes in the SDM-EON.

The advantage of Aa-RSCA over FF-FC can be understood
as follows. For each lightpath request, Aa-RSCA finds several
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Fig. 5. Results of static planning in US-Backbone topology.

feasible provisioning solutions and then selects the one that
can balance the tradeoff between spectrum utilization and
inter-core crosstalk in the best manner. Moreover, by sorting
the lightpath requests beforehand intelligently, Aa-RSCAgives
a higher priority to the lightpaths whose routing paths and
trust-levels are link-joint with and different from those of the
last provisioned one, respectively, to reduceFm. On the other
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hand, FF-FC always uses the first-fit scheme to select the FS-
blocks and cores for lightpaths, which means that it concen-
trates too much on spectrum utilization. Therefore, although
FF-FC can achieve a slightly lowerFm than Aa-RSCA, it
performs much worse in terms of inter-core crosstalk.

VII. D YNAMIC PROVISIONING

In this section, we consider the scenario of dynamic network
provisioning, where the spectrum resources are limited andthe
lightpath requests can arrive and leave on-the-fly.

A. Heuristic Algorithm

For dynamic network provisioning, our objective is changed
to balance the tradeoff between blocking probability and inter-
core crosstalk. It is known that in EONs, dynamic provisioning
could generate spectrum fragmentation, which would resultin
high blocking probability [38]. Moreover, since the principle
of Aa-RSCA might prevent us from using certain FS’ even if
they are unoccupied and available, the spectrum fragmentation
could be further exacerbated. Therefore, we have to consider
this issue when designing the Aa-RSCA algorithm for dynamic
provisioning. In the following, we will incorporate the aware-
ness of spectrum fragmentation in Aa-RSCA and come up with
a heuristic for dynamic provisioning, namely, Aa-RSCA-D.
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Fig. 6. US-Backbone with untrusted nodes (i.e., Vl) marked in grey.

In each provision period, Aa-RSCA-D tries to serve all the
pending lightpath requests. In general, the procedure of Aa-
RSCA-D is similar as that of Aa-RSCA described in Section
V. Specifically, we first determine the provisioning order for
the pending requests. Here, Aa-RSCA-D tries to serve the
requests in descending order of their bandwidth demands,
since the lightpaths with larger bandwidth demands are more
likely to be blocked when the network gets congested. Then,
Aa-RSCA-D reuses most of the procedure inLines 3-29 of
Algorithm 3, with the exception that the weightωo of each
feasible solution is redefined as

ωo = α · δ + β · ρ+ γ ·
∑

Φo

Cu,e
o , (21)

whereδ denotes the number of fragments that the solution will
generate along the routing path, andρ is to count how many
in-service lightpaths whose trust-levels are different from the
one to be provisioned use the FS-blocks that are spectrally-
adjacent with the spectrum assignment of the solution on the
same core of the same link. We introduceρ because it would
help to avoid the situation in which two or more lightpaths
in different trust-levels adjoin making the overlapped spectra
on neighboring cores unavailable for lightpaths whose trust-
levels are different from theirs.

∑

Φo

Cu,e
o is the total crosstalk
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Fig. 7. Static planning in US-Backbone topology without untrusted nodes.

produced by the solution, whileα, β andγ are the weighting
coefficients to represent the importance of the terms.

B. Performance Evaluation

The simulations are performed using the NSFNET and US-
Backbone topologies equipped with the 7-core and 12-core
MCFs in Fig. 3. For the topologies that are equipped with 7-
core MCFs, we set the link capacity of each core asF = 358
FS’ (i.e., corresponding to4.475 THz optical spectra in the
C-band if we assume that the bandwidth of each FS is12.5
GHz), while for those using 12-core MCFs, we haveF = 275
FS’2. The lightpath requests arrive and leave dynamically
following the Poisson traffic model that has an average arrival
rate ofλ per provision period, and their holding time follows

2Note that, for the topologies with 12-core MCFs, the blocking probability
would be much lower under the same traffic load if we still setF = 358

FS’, since the actual spectrum resources in the networks become more. Hence,
we reduceF to 275 in the topologies with 12-core MCFs, just for making
it easier to organize the blocking probability results for the topologies with
7-core and 12-core MCFs in a same figure.
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Fig. 8. Static planning in US-Backbone topology with50% untrusted nodes.

the negative exponential distribution with an average of1

µ

provision periods. Hence, the traffic load can be quantified
as λ

µ
in Erlangs. The other simulation parameters are the

same as those in the static planning. Besides FF-FC, we also
adopt the algorithm developed in [14] as a benchmark and
denote it as IF-FC, which realizes spectrum assignment based
on prioritized areas. Similar as those in the static planning,
we include the number of MCF cores in the name of each
simulated algorithm,e.g., “Aa-RSCA-D-7” means that the
results are obtained by simulating Aa-RSCA-D in an SDM-
EON equipped with 7-core MCFs.

Fig. 9 shows the results in the NSFNET topology. In Fig.
9(a), it can be seen clearly that our proposed Aa-RSCA-D al-
ways provides the lowest average crosstalkC regardless of the
MCFs’ types. This attributes to the fact that for each lightpath
request, Aa-RSCA-D prepares several feasible provisioning
schemes and evaluates each of them with consideration of
the crosstalk before selecting one. As for FF-FC, its average
crosstalk is the highest because it always uses the first-fit
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Fig. 9. Results of dynamic provisioning in NSFNET topology.

TABLE II
RUNNING TIME PER REQUEST INNSFNET TOPOLOGY.

Traffic Running Time (s)

(Erlangs) Aa-RSCA-D-7 / -12 IF-FC-7 / -12 FF-FC-7 / -12

500 0.009 / 0.009 0.003 / 0.003 0.005 / 0.005

1500 0.019 / 0.017 0.005 / 0.005 0.009 / 0.008

2500 0.020 / 0.021 0.007 / 0.007 0.012 / 0.011

3500 0.021 / 0.023 0.008 / 0.008 0.014 / 0.014

4500 0.021 / 0.024 0.009 / 0.009 0.015 / 0.016

scheme in the core and spectrum assignments, which would
lead to grouping lightpaths in adjacent cores with the highest
probability. IF-FC performs better than FF-FC but worse than
As-RSCA-D in terms of the average crosstalk. This can be
explained as follows. IF-FC first prioritizes the spectra into
specific areas according to the bandwidth demands, which
would help to separate the lightpaths to some extent. However,
within each spectrum area, it still uses the first-fit scheme for
spectrum assignment as FF-FC does. Meanwhile, all the three
algorithms achieve lower average crosstalk in the topology
equipped with 12-core MCFs.

Fig. 9(b) shows the results on blocking probability. We
observe that no matter which the type of MCFs’ is used in
the SDM-EON, Aa-RSCA-D achieves comparable blocking
probability to that from IF-FC but performs slightly worse
than FF-FC. This is reasonable because Aa-RSCA-D tries
to balance the tradeoff between the blocking probability and
inter-core crosstalk, while the two benchmarks concentrate
more on the former. Note that, when comparing the two
benchmarks, we notice that FF-FC outperforms IF-FC in terms
of the blocking probability. This is because in our problem,
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the operator has to strictly avoid the spectrum overlapping
between lightpaths in different trust-levels. This would disturb
the spectrum alignment in each area for specified bandwidth
demands,i.e., resulting in unwanted spectrum fragmentation,
and thus make IF-FC inefficient. The running time of the
algorithms are listed in Table II, which suggests that Aa-
RSCA-D takes slightly longer time to provision a lightpath
than the benchmarks, since its procedure is more sophisticated.
Fig. 10 and Table III illustrate the results in the US-Backbone
topology, which exhibit the similar trends as those in the
NSFNET topology. Meanwhile, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 plot the
results of dynamic provisioning in US-Backbone topologiesin
which none and50% of the nodes are untrusted, respectively.
In all, the simulation results verify that compared with the
existing crosstalk-aware RSCA schemes, our proposed Aa-
RSCA-D can balance the tradeoff between blocking probabili-
ty and inter-core crosstalk better in all the simulation scenarios.
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Fig. 10. Results of dynamic provisioning in US-Backbone topology.

TABLE III
RUNNING TIME PER REQUEST INUS-BACKBONE TOPOLOGY.

Traffic Running Time (s)

(Erlangs) Aa-RSCA-D-7 / -12 IF-FC-7 / -12 FF-FC-7 / -12

500 0.021 / 0.017 0.005 / 0.005 0.007 / 0.007

1500 0.027 / 0.028 0.007 / 0.007 0.012 / 0.012

2500 0.028 / 0.031 0.010 / 0.009 0.016 / 0.016

3500 0.028 / 0.033 0.012/0.011 0.018 / 0.018

4500 0.031 / 0.036 0.013 / 0.013 0.020 / 0.020

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered an MCF-based SDM-EON in
which certain nodes have a lower trust-level than others, and
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Fig. 11. Dynamic provisioning in US-Backbone without untrusted nodes.
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Fig. 12. Dynamic provisioning in US-Backbone with50% untrusted nodes.

studied how to provision lightpaths in such a network with
consideration of the inter-core crosstalk related impairments
and security issues. Both static network planning and dynamic
network provisioning scenarios were investigated. For static
planning, we first formulated an ILP model to optimize the
spectrum utilization and inter-core crosstalk level jointly, and
then proposed a time-efficient heuristic, namely, Aa-RSCA.
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Simulation results confirmed that in a small-scale network,Aa-
RSCA could approximate the ILP’s performance with much
higher time-efficiency. Meanwhile, compared with an existing
benchmark, it could balance the tradeoff between spectrum
utilization and inter-core crosstalk better. For dynamic pro-
visioning, we tried to balance the tradeoff between blocking
probability and inter-core crosstalk, and modified Aa-RSCA
as Aa-RSCA-D. Simulation results verified that Aa-RSCA-D
can balance the tradeoff better than two existing benchmark
algorithms, i.e., it achieved much lower average inter-core
crosstalk while providing comparable blocking probability.
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